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Abstract. As Internet is rapidly growing and receiving traffic from multimedia
applications which are sensitive to available bandwidth and delay experienced
in the network, there is a strong need for quality of service (QoS) support . The
Integrated and Differentiated Service models are two approaches for adding
QoS to Internet. The Assured Service is an end-to-end service based on the
Differentiated Service architecture. Since ATM is widely deployed in Internet
backbones, traffic management for Internet traffic over ATM is becoming an
important issue. In this paper we present a simulation analysis of an Assured
service mapped on the ATM GFR service category. We study the problem of
guarantying individual target rates to an aggregated IP stream. Aggregated
streams are mapped with a MCR according to the QoS requested.

1 Introduction

With the increasing interest in multimedia and the tremendous growth of word wide
web (WWW), Internet is receiving a large amount of this type of traffic. Multimedia
applications are sensitive to available bandwidth and delay experienced in the
network. Internet must be developed in order that customers are able to obtain
different quality of service according to their needs and willingness to pay. At this
moment there are two approaches known as Integrated services [1] and Differentiated
Services [2] respectively.

The Differentiated Services approach defines a group of mechanisms to treat
packets with different priorities according to the information carried in the Diff. Serv.
field of the IP packet header. Packets are classified and marked to receive a particular
per-hop forwarding behaviour (PHB) on nodes along their path. Complex
classification and  conditioning functions (metering, marking, shaping) need only to
be implemented at boundary nodes. Interior nodes perform a set of forwarding
behaviours (PHBs) to aggregates of traffic which have been appropriately marked. A
set of PHBs are being standardised  at the IETF to develop end-to-end differentiated
services. Two PHBs are currently in wide discussion: the Expedited Forwarding PHB
(EF-PHB) and the Assured Forwarding PHB (AF-PHB). The Assured Forwarding Per
Hop Behaviour (AF-PHB) [6] currently allows a domain server (DS) provider to offer
for general use, until four different levels of assurance (AF classes), to deliver IP
packets. IP packets must belong to one of the AF classes. Within each AF class, either
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the user or the DS domain can mark an IP packet with three levels of loss precedence.
The AF-PHB is used to build the end-to-end Assured Service (AS).

We shall consider a simplified form of the assured service which is similar to the
original model proposed by Clark [4,9]. The user of an AS expects a low dropping
probability as long as it sends traffic within the expected capacity profile. Packets of
individual flows are marked as IN (in profile) or OUT (exceeding the profile).
Routers inside the network do not distinguish packets of individual flows but they
implement a preferential drop mechanism giving preference to IN packets. With
appropriate network provisioning it is expected that this could result in bandwidth
guarantees.

Since ATM is widely deployed in Internet backbones, traffic management for
Internet traffic over ATM is becoming an important issue. ATM cells flow along
virtual channels (VCs) previously set up according to admission control parameters.
Nevertheless TCP traffic with a single TCP per VC will not be used in Internet
backbones. Many TCP connections will be multiplexed on a single VC and the
control of individual TCP traffic characteristics will not be possible. Aggregation of
Internet (IP) flows is necessary for scalability as well as for overhead and complexity
reduction. The Differentiated Service model commented above seems to be the best
way of providing QoS to aggregated flows.

We will assume one AF class (Assured Service) based on the TSW-RIO frame
work described in [4] with only two loss precedence levels, IN and OUT packets. In
this case and taking into account that ATM has two drop preferences through the cell
loss priority bit, the mapping of differentiated services to ATM may be feasible.

The assured service class (AS) is intended to give the customer the assurance of a
minimum average throughput, the target rate, even during periods of congestion. The
remaining bandwidth should be shared in a fair manner among all competing sources.
In ATM the GFR service category provides the user with a minimum service rate
guarantee under the assumption of a given maximum frame size. The service allows
the user to send traffic in excess of its guaranteed service rate (MCR), but these
frames will only be delivered within the limits of available bandwidth.

In this paper we deal with the problem of mapping an Assured Service on the GFR
service category. We consider the situation where the sources of two IP networks
reach their destinations through an ATM network. Individual flows contract a profile
given by  target rates which are monitored and aggregated in a RIO router.
Aggregated flows are mapped on the ATM network through the GFR service category
with a MCR. The MCR is the sum of individual contracts. Implementation of the
GFR service is based on either the DFBA mechanism [12], or the GFS scheduling
first proposed in [7]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we
give a description of an assured service architecture. We present the configuration that
will be used along the paper. Section 3 is dedicated to provide an overview of GFR
scheduling mechanisms. We compare the performance of DFBA and GFS. In section
4 we present the simulation environment with two IP networks connected to an ATM
network. The first IP network uses an Assured Service architecture while the second
is best effort. Simulation results with DFBA and GFS scheduling in the ATM switch
are analysed. Discrimination of IN and OUT packets in the aggregated stream is a key
issue for providing individual target rates. Finally in section 5 we give some
conclusions.
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2   Description of the Assured Service Architecture

In the current assured service architecture there are two main components (see Figure
1).  The first is the profiler used to distinguish assured packets (IN) from excess
packets (OUT). The token bucket and the TSW are the two most commonly used
profilers. The second component is the router. The queue management most
commonly implemented in the routers has twin RED algorithms to preferentially drop
OUT packets. The mechanism is known as RIO (RED with IN and OUT) [4].

Sources Destinations

TSW-Tagger

RIO-Router

RTT 50 ms.
Fig. 1. Simulated assured service architecture

The TSW profiler estimates the average rate upon each packet arrival and decays the
past history over a W_length period of time. W_length is a constant parameter pre-
configured initially. The algorithm for rate estimation in the TSW profiler is fully
described in [4]. Ideally the profiler should keep a TCP connection oscillating
between 0.66 Tr (Target rate) and 1.33 Tr, so that on average the connection can
achieve the target rate. Packets are marked as OUT with probability  p (equation (1)),
when the average rate exceeds a certain threshold.

teAverage_ra

eTarget_ratteAverage_ra −≡p
(1)

A TSW profiler interacts with the RIO router, which is dropping packets according
to its congestion state. Given the amount of parameters involved and the bursty nature
of the TCP traffic one of the main difficulties in designing RIO-TSW is to choose the
right values of these parameters.

In terms of tagging the TSW algorithm can follow two approaches. The first
remembers a long past history and packets are marked as OUT with probability p
when the average rate exceeds the target rate. In the second approach TSW
remembers a short period of time, on the order of a RTT, and packets are marked as
OUT with probability p when the average rate exceeds a threshold of (β* target rate)
with β > 1. In general TSW is quite sensitive to this threshold due to the TCP
congestion control mechanism which determines the instantaneous TCP sending rate.
The instantaneous TCP sending rate may depend on many parameters such as the
RTT, the retransmission timer granularity, MSS, and the TCP congestion control
when the router drops packets.

To show that, lets consider the examples of Table 1, case A and case B, where 8
and 10 respectively TCP sources with different target rates are multiplexed in a RIO
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router using the configuration of Figure 1. This configuration is based on the fact that
ATM is the physical layer. IP over ATM uses a maximum segment size of 9180 bytes
which has been approximated by 200 cells. In case A the sum of the target rates is
60% of the link rate, while in case B it is 90%. The RIO parameters (Min, Max,
Pmax) are 40/70/0.02 for IN packets and 10/40/0.2 for OUT packets.

In both cases we observe that with a good tuning of all parameters the average
number of IN packets and the average throughput obtained match reasonably well the
target rate and the fair throughput of the connection respectively. The fair throughput
is defined in equation (2).

sConnectionNº

e(i)Target_ratLink_rate

e(i)Target_ratFair_Th(i)

sConnectionNº
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∑

=

−
+≡

(2)

The average number of  packets marked as IN by the TSW profiler and the obtained
average throughput can be obtained with a high degree of approximation using either
a value of β = 1.33 and W_length = 200ms or a value of  β = 2.5 and W_length =
50 ms.

Table 1. TSW-RIO Performance with 8 sources (Case A) and 10 sources (Case B) with
different target rates. All measured values in Mbps.

TCP RENO sources with MSS = 9180 bytes, LINK = 33 Mbps
Flow

number
Target rate Average IN

Throughput
Average

Throughput
Fair

Throughput
A B A B A B A B A B
0 0 1 1 0.87 0.87 2.69 1.50 2.625 1.30
1 1 1 1 0.92 0.87 2.37 1.44 2.625 1.30
2 2 2 2 1.94 1.65 3.21 2.10 3.625 2.30
3 3 2 2 1.87 1.71 2.98 2.21 3.625 2.30
4 4 3 3 3.15 2.51 4.38 2.85 4.625 3.30
5 5 3 3 3.36 2.52 4.65 2.90 4.625 3.30
6 6 4 4 4.47 3.98 5.54 4.33 5.625 4.30
7 7 4 4 4.61 3.96 5.52 4.32 5.625 4.30

8 5 5.09 5.40 5.30
9 5 5.13 5.43 5.30

The above examples are two cases where a good combination of parameters makes
the configuration work as expected. Nevertheless this configuration may fail when
either the RTTs are different [4] or it is applied to the whole Internet [10]. The
selection of an optimum set of parameters is a very difficult task which is out of the
scope of this paper. Given a configuration where the average number of IN packets in
the network is quite close to the target rates, our interest focus on how these IN and
OUT packets are handled through the ATM network and how this treatment affects
the end-to-end performance of individual connections, i.e. the target rates. The above
configurations will be used in the next sections.
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3 Summary of Scheduling Mechanisms for GFR

The GFR traffic contract uses four parameters. The first two are the PCR (Peak Cell
Rate) and a CDVT (Cell Delay Variation Tolerance) for conformance purpose at the
UNI (User Network Interface). This conformance is carried out by the ATM
GCRA(1/PCR,CDVT). The third is the MCR (Minimum Cell Rate) which
corresponds to the amount of bandwidth that needs to be guaranteed. Finally the forth
is the Maximum Frame Size accepted by both ends of the link.

Another important issue is the identification of the frames to which the service
guarantees apply. Frames which are not identified for service guarantee may be
tagged with low priority and they should be served or discarded according to network
congestion. The proposed implementations of GFR at a switch have been studied with
TCP connections, since today a large number of applications rely on TCP/IP.  In the
following we describe four examples of GFR mechanisms (FIFO, WFQ, DFBA and
GFS). The first three are included in the ATM Forum.
FIFO : The FIFO-based implementation assumes that the modified GCRA will be
used to identify the frames to which the service guarantees apply. Tagging of excess
traffic can be performed either at the network access point or at the switch element
itself. This implementation is quite simple, but this simplicity comes at some cost. In
particular, fairness in the usage of excess bandwidth can not be achieved. The study
with TCP sources performed in [11] shows that the performance of TCP is never
satisfactory even in the case of a LAN. When the switch buffers are infinite, the
bandwidth reservations, (MCR), do not have any influence on the throughput
achieved by TCP, since the link is equally shared among all connections. When the
switch buffers are finite and losses occur, a TCP source is not able to get its reserved
bandwidth.
WFQ : The WFQ implementation relays on per-VC accounting and per-VC
scheduling. A WFQ scheduler is able to enforce a minimum cell rate for each VC. If
the network does not perform tagging of VC’s, but it uses the tagging information in
the cells for traffic management, then per-VC accounting of untagged cells becomes
necessary for providing minimum guarantees to the untagged stream.

Unlike the FIFO based implementation the study done in [11] and [8] with TCP
sources using WFQ scheduling shows that the performance in terms of throughput is
satisfactory when no losses occur. However, this implementation allocates bandwidth
according to the weights, which depend on the GFR contracts (MCR). While the GFR
service category is not expected to provide a fair treatment in terms of transmission
delay, this allocation can delay in excess frames of sources with very low GFR
contracts. Other simulation results in WAN and LAN environments with limited
buffers, i.e. when losses occur reveal that TCP performance is not satisfactory in
using its reserved bandwidth.
DFBA : DFBA is a buffer management scheme that provides minimum rate
guarantees to TCP/IP traffic. This scheme is based on the principle that TCP rates can
be controlled by adjusting the window size of the TCP connection. This is achieved
by discarding segments at specific congestion window values. DFBA uses per–VC
accounting as well as static and dynamic thresholds in a FIFO buffer, which estimate
the bandwidth used by the connection. Thereby, if the buffer occupancy of each active
VC is maintained at a desired threshold, then the output rate of each VC can also be
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controlled. The achieved TCP throughputs are in proportion to the fraction of the
average buffer occupied by each VC. Nevertheless this throughput is only achievable
for low buffer allocation [12].
GFS : The Global FIFO Scheduling was first proposed in [7]. Extensive simulation
results obtained in [8] show that it is a suitable mechanism to provide MCR
guarantees. GFS is based on per-VC queuing, per-VC accounting and a Global FIFO
queue which schedules the next queue to be served. The Global FIFO queue is fed
with references from the queues of all VC’s. If at cell arrival, the cell belongs to a
frame which has been chosen for throughput guarantees, then the cell is stored in its
VC queue and a reference is put in the Global FIFO queue. A counter is used to
choose the frames to which service guarantee applies. The frames not chosen for
throughput guarantees are not tagged and they are stored according to a fair share of
the buffer as long as it is under a certain threshold (HBO).

The Global FIFO queue maintains the order in which the VC queues have to be
served according to the arrivals of the cells in a frame which has been chosen eligible
for service guarantees. The references to the VC queues are inserted at cell arrivals
following a FIFO discipline. The scheduler serves queues in the same order references
have in the Global FIFO queue. When the Global FIFO queue is empty, there is no
pointer to any of the VC ‘s and a round robin algorithm is performed among all VC
queues. This makes the algorithm work conserving allowing the excess traffic to
fairly share the spare bandwidth.

Table 2. Simulation results comparing DFBA and GFS under the same network conditions

Goodput Mbps Excess Mbps Excess/MCR

Per-
Connection

Per-VC

MCR
Mbps

DFBA GFS DFBA GFS

DFBA GFS DFBA GFS

6.85 7.12
6.66 6.855
6.82 7.11

20.33 21.08 15.21 15.96 2.97 3.11

8.81 7.80
8.00 7.5410
8.37 9.94

25.18 25.28 14.94 15.04 1.45 1.46

9.1 10.14
11.00 10.6815
11.02 9.38

31.12 30.20 15.78 14.86 1.02 0.96

13.09 10.47
11.47 12.4220
11.56 12.20

36.12 35.09 15.65 14.62 0.76 0.71

13.96 12.87
15.55 14.3625
12.65 13.17

42.16 40.40 16.56 14.80 0.64 0.57
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Table 2 summarises a comparative study between DFBA and GFS. We have
multiplexed  5 VC´s carrying each one 3 TCP sources in an ATM switch. The ATM
switch implements either the DFBA or GFS algorithm assuming that all frames are
CLP 0. DFBA main parameters have been chosen based on suggestions given in [12].
The link bandwidth is 155.52 Mbps and the MCR allocations for each VC are 5, 10,
15, 20 and 25 Mbps respectively. The Maximum buffer size is 25000 cells. DFBA
thresholds are L =12500 cells and H = 22500 cells, while in GFS the HBO threshold
is 20000 cells. TCP sources are greedy and they are based on the RENO
implementation [13],with a MSS of 1024 bytes.

As it is shown in ,Table 2 GFS which was originally proposed to work with per-
VC queuing can also provide MCR guarantees when several connections are
aggregated to a single VC. Furthermore DFBA and GFS divide the excess bandwidth
among the different connections in the same way, as indicated in the last column of
Table 2.

4   Performance of the Assured Service 
     Through an ATM Network

Given the similar specifications of the Assured Service and the GFR ATM service
category, a set of simulations have been carried out in order to study the feasibility of
mapping the Assured service on the GFR service. Simulations are based on the
network configuration presented in Figure 2.

Users in the first network (IP network 1 in figure 2) follow the assured service
model described in section 2 with two precedence levels based on the TSW-RIO
configuration. Each user in this network has contracted a different target rate which is
provided by its DS provider. Users in the second network (IP network 2 in figure 2)
follow the current best effort network model of the internet without any guaranties of
QoS. Each flow gets the maximum bandwidth available based on the congestion state
of the path. The router in the network implements the RED algorithm [5].

Aggregated traffic streams are multiplexed in the ATM network through the GFR
service. The ATM switch implements either the GFS or DFBA scheduling
mechanisms. Each aggregated stream is assigned a VC with a MCR contract.
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Fig. 2. Simulated assured service architecture through the GFR ATM service
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The aggregated traffic stream from IP network 2 has two options when entering the
ATM network. Either it contracts a MCR null, so that it will share the leftover
bandwidth with the flow from IP network 1, or it contracts a certain MCR. In the
former case individual flows will get a proportional part of the leftover bandwidth. In
the later individual flows should get a proportional part of the contracted plus the
leftover bandwidth. The aggregated traffic stream from IP network 2 has only OUT
packets. This could be a problem for the scheduling mechanism to guarantee the
MCR of the flow since OUT packets will be treated as excess bandwidth. This issue
will be analysed in the following sections.

The configuration of Figure 2 assumes IP over ATM with a link bandwidth of 33
Mbps in all paths. IP network 1 has eight Assured Service sources with different
target rates from 1Mbps to 4 Mbps. They are multiplexed in a RIO router with the
same parameters as described in the configuration of Figure 1. So we expect the same
average number of IN and OUT packets as shown in Table 1 at the edge of IP
network 1. This assumption is valid as long as the influence of congestion in the ATM
network is not meaningful. IP network 2 has also 8 sources multiplexed in a RED
router with parameters 10/40/0.02. As commented above, packets from this network
are considered as OUT packets when entering the ATM network.

The aggregated flow from IP network 1 is assigned a MCR equal to the sum of all
its target rates, 20 Mbps. We consider that the aggregated flow from IP network 2
contracts a MCR of 8Mbps in order to provide 1Mbps to each user.

4.1 Mapping on GFR Without IN and OUT Packet Discrimination

All proposed implementations of the GFR service included in the ATM forum
(FIFO, WFQ, DFBA) and GFS have a common characteristic. The buffer is shared by
all flows, and it contains common thresholds. Isolation among the different flows is
carried out by means of additional mechanisms such as policing or per-VC
accounting.

When using WFQ and GFS without tagging the excess traffic only one threshold is
needed. Given that the thresholds are common for all flows, isolation among them is
not as good as it would be desirable. WFQ presents serious problems related to the
ones which have been reported in [8]. Only GFS and DFBA can provide MCRs to all
flows. Nevertheless in the current context the number of IN packets in the flow
provides the target rate. If the buffer is congested, and one of the flows is sending
more OUT packets than the others do, packets will be discarded from all flows
without taking into account if they are IN or OUT packets. It seems clear that under
these conditions it will be difficult to get individual target rates of each flow through
the ATM network.

Simulation results presented in Table 3 show that the obtained average throughputs
of individual flows in IP network 1 are quite different from the expected fair
throughput. Actually, these flows get a throughput which is a proportional share of the
MCR contracted plus the leftover bandwidth.

We may consider an infinite ATM buffer in order to ensure that all IN packets will
be delivered. Simulation results of Table 4 show that in this case the buffer utilisation
is too high (we measured an output load close to 0.95), so the queuing delays
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increased significantly causing some TCP sources to time out. In these cases the rest
of the sources take advantage to increase throughput above their fair quota.

Table 3. Finite ATM buffer (GFS : QMAX 2000 cells, HBO 1000cells ; DFBA : H 1800 cells,
L 1000 cells). Measured values in Mbps

TCP RENO sources with MSS = 9180 bytes, LINK = 33 Mbps
Flow
number

Target rate Average
Throughput
GFS

Fair Thoughput Average
Throughput
DFBA

IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2
0 8 1 - 2.61 1.40 1.30 1.30 2.50 1.50
1 9 1 - 2.66 1.37 1.30 1.30 2.63 1.38
2 10 2 - 2.81 1.29 2.30 1.30 2.76 1.50
3 11 2 - 2.76 1.31 2.30 1.30 2.46 1.49
4 12 3 - 2.66 1.31 3.30 1.30 2.41 1.60
5 13 3 - 2.73 1.28 3.30 1.30 2.71 1.56
6 14 4 - 2.59 1.36 4.30 1.30 2.53 1.57
7 15 4 - 2.59 1.13 4.30 1.30 2.65 1.18

4.2 Mapping on GFR with IN and OUT Packet Discrimination. GFS Case

In this section we try to solve the problems described above, in order to guarantee the
target rate of each individual connection. Discrimination between IN and OUT
packets is a key issue when buffering incoming packets. IN and OUT packets are
mapped in the GFR service category through the CLP bit as CLP 0 and CLP 1
respectively. The pseudocode for cell acceptance in GFS scheduling accepts a packet
as eligible for services guarantees as long as the counter TOKEN_CNTR >=
Maximum_packet_size. In all other cases the packet is considered as excess traffic. If
we do not impose that eligible packets must be also IN packets the scheduler may
choose OUT packets as eligible. In case of congestion IN packets of the aggregated
stream may be dropped affecting the target rate of the individual connections. The
GFS scheduling must be modified in this way to preserve all individual target rates in
an aggregated stream (see line 3 in Figure 3).
    In this case, as shown in Table 5, with the modified GFS algorithm all individual
connections of IP network 1 can get their target rates. Connections with the lowest
target rates benefit more from the excess bandwidth. Nevertheless sources of IP
network 2 manage to get their contracted MCR. The main reason of this behaviour is
that all packets from IP network 2 are OUT packets and they are considered as excess
bandwidth, i.e the scheduler does not take into account the MCR contracted. Thereby
the average throughput presented in Table 5 for each flow in IP network 2 is correct.
The current excess bandwidth is 33-20=13 Mbps, instead of the 33-28=5 Mbps
considered. See the column labelled “Current fair throughput” in Table 5.
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Table 4. Infinite ATM Buffer. Measured values in Mbps

TCP RENO sources with MSS = 9180 bytes, LINK = 33 Mbps
Flow
number

Target rate Average
Throughput
GFS

Fair Thoughput Average
Throughput
DFBA

IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2
0 8 1 - 3.31 1.75 1.30 1.30 2.52 1.27
1 9 1 - 3.17 0.55 1.30 1.30 2.51 2.29
2 10 2 - 3.34 0.70 2.30 1.30 1.26 2.25
3 11 2 - 3.23 0.65 2.30 1.30 1.28 2.32
4 12 3 - 1.65 1.69 3.30 1.30 2.51 2.37
5 13 3 - 3.37 1.70 3.30 1.30 1.31 2.29
6 14 4 - 0.93 1.74 4.30 1.30 2.51 2.42
7 15 4 - 3.46 1.69 4.30 1.30 2.51 1.29

Table 5. Simulation results with modified GFS. Finite ATM buffer : QMAX 2000 cells, HBO
1000 cells. Measured  values in Mbps.

TCP RENO sources with MSS = 9180 bytes, LINK = 33 Mbps
Flow
number

Target rate Avg. Thput.
GFS

Fair Thoughput Current Fair
Thput. GFS

IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2
0 8 1 - 2.07 0.91 1.30 1.30 1.81 0.81
1 9 1 - 2.12 0.86 1.30 1.30 1.81 0.81
2 10 2 - 2.90 0.87 2.30 1.30 2.81 0.81
3 11 2 - 2.92 0.73 2.30 1.30 2.81 0.81
4 12 3 - 3.35 0.83 3.30 1.30 3.81 0.81
5 13 3 - 3.65 0.91 3.30 1.30 3.81 0.81
6 14 4 - 4.50 0.90 4.30 1.30 4.81 0.81
7 15 4 - 4.43 0.67 4.30 1.30 4.81 0.81

4.3 Mapping on GFR Service with IN and OUT Packet Discrimination.
      DFBA Case

Now we analyse the above case but using the DFBA scheduling algorithm. As in the
GFS case, IN and OUT packets are mapped with CLP 0 and CLP 1 respectively.
From the simulation results presented in Table 6, we observe that all flows of IP
network 1 can get their target rate although connections with the lowest target rates
benefit more from the excess bandwidth as in the GFS case. The individual flows of
IP network 2 do not get the expected throughput. The MCR contracted is reached but
they can not benefit from the excess bandwidth. Since all packets are OUT (CLP 1)
and given the high link utilisation they are always dropped when the buffer size is
above the L threshold. These drops provoke idle periods that reduce congestion in the
buffer. In this situation OUT packets of IP network 1, which arrive more spaced, can
use the excess bandwidth. This effect is considerably stronger if we reduce the L
threshold value in the buffer (see last column in Table 6).
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1 if  (First_cell_of_frame)
2   {
3      if (TOKEN_CNTR(j) >=
         Maximum_frame_size(j)) && CLP 0
4       {
5                        c = 2
6       if (QT<QMAX)
7        {
8          store_cell(VC_j)
9          add_reference(j,Global_FIFO)
10          TOKEN_CNTR(j)= TOKEN_CNTR(j) –1
11          QT=QT+1
12          EPD(j) = 1
13        }
14       else /*There is no buffer space */
15                        {
16                     TOKEN_CNTR(j)= TOKEN_CNTR(j) -1
17         EPD(j) = 0 /*Discard*/
18                         }
19      }
20   else  /* There is no enough tokens for flow j */
21     {
22                       ………..

Fig. 3. Fragment of the Pseudocode of the GFS scheduling algorithm modified to preferably
store the IN packets of an aggregated stream.

Table 6. Simulation results with DFBA. Buffer dimensioning influences the obtained
throughputs. In the first case, labelled DFBA: H = 3600 cells, L = 2000 cells.  In the second
case, labelled DFBA-2, H = 1800 cells, L = 1000 cells  Measured values in Mbps.

TCP RENO sources with MSS = 9180 bytes, LINK = 33 Mbps
Flow
number

Target rate Avg. Throug.
DFBA

Fair Thoughput Avg. Throug.
DFBA-2

IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2
0 8 1 - 2.06 1.00 1.30 1.30 2.57 0.17
1 9 1 - 2.02 1.01 1.30 1.30 2.40 0.45
2 10 2 - 2.69 1.09 2.30 1.30 3.23 0.45
3 11 2 - 2.60 0.99 2.30 1.30 3.18 0.32
4 12 3 - 3.30 1.12 3.30 1.30 4.16 0.38
5 13 3 - 3.27 1.07 3.30 1.30 3.82 0.47
6 14 4 - 3.97 1.09 4.30 1.30 5.08 0.17
7 15 4 - 4.41 1.11 4.30 1.30 5.31 0.42

5   Conclusions

A simulation study of mapping an IP Assured Service on the GFR ATM service
category has been done. An Assured Service architecture based on the TSW-RIO
configuration with two levels of drop precedence (IN and OUT packets) has been
used in order to provide an average number of IN packets in the network. This
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number of IN packets should correspond to the target rate contracted by individual
users. The TSW-RIO configuration involves a high number of parameters that may be
difficult to tune. In our simulations we have considered a case where these parameters
are well tuned. The aggregated assured service stream has been multiplexed in an
ATM switch with an aggregated stream from another IP network based on the current
best effort service. Assuming that all packets from the best effort network are
considered as OUT packets, we have studied their influence in the target rate of the
assured service connections. We have shown that the assured service connections can
not get their target rates if the GFR scheduling algorithm (DFBA or GFS) do not
distinguish between CLP 0 (IN) and CLP 1 (OUT) frames. Target rates can be
achieved in DFBA as it is with CLP bit consideration. GFS requires a slight
modification of the pseudocode for cell acceptance. Further studies are being carried
out to have a deeper understanding of the influence of the parameters of conditioning
functions and router schemes on performance characteristics.
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